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 Ales Cesen climbs easier snow on 
the south side of Latok I, at around 
6,600m, on Day 4 
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British alpinist Tom Livingstone looks back on an eventful year 
for him, which included trips to Canada, Alaska and India, and 

among its successes the second (ever) ascent of Latok 1 in Pakistan 

A THIRST FOR 

ALPINISM
 

“You know I’m happy for you to go  
away on these trips,” Victoria said. “You’re 
following your passion of climbing, so you 
should take this opportunity.” I listened in 
silence, thinking, wondering. We sat in her 
parent’s kitchen, a pancake pan cooling on 
the sideboard. The Nespresso machine  
quietly sputtered the last drops of coffee  
into my porcelain mug.  

More peaceful silence, only now with the 
smell and taste the delicious caffeine. How 
much climbing was ‘too much?’ I thought.  
Since 2014, I’d probably ignored any  

pretence of a climbing/life balance; I’d been  
on around six long expeditions every year:  
from Patagonia to Canada to Alaska to the  
Alps to... I regularly felt a burning energy to  
be climbing, but I also wanted to spend time 
with my girlfriend.

A few days later, Uisdean Hawthorn, Will  
Sim and I talked about visiting the Indian 
Himalaya in autumn 2018. I still hadn’t 
climbed in the Greater Ranges – a glaring 
omission in my alpine career – and Paul 
Ramsden had sent a picture of the impressive 
north face of Barnaj I (6370m). Compact, steep 

granite walls were threaded by ‘potential’ thin 
couloirs of ice. The pyramid-shaped peak 
looked improbable – perhaps too much so – 
and it captured my imagination. I closed the 
messages and turned to Vic.

Before I commit to any long trip, I always  
take the time to speak to Vic. She is generous, 
rational, and patient. Although she doesn’t  
climb often, she understands why I’m  
repeatedly drawn to the mountains, moth to  
a flame. She knows why I’m motivated to  
climb impressive lines of ice and rock for  
days on end, on the other side of the world. 
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 Uisdean on day 1 of Fun  
Or Fear, Mt Jezebel; the  
steep couloir down and left  
led us to this ridge

 
We both know my full-time lifestyle of 

‘climbing, climbing, climbing’ cannot last 
forever; perhaps the inevitable ‘ease-off  
date’ gives me extra energy. The strength of  
our relationship also means the time apart  
is bearable. 

A few weeks later, India was confirmed. 2018 
quickly looked to be a busy year. Soon, I was 
planning to go to Canada, Slovenia, and 
Alaska, all with alpine goals in mind. And a 
few months later, when I agreed to go to the 
Karakoram range in Pakistan with Slovenians 
Luka Stražar and Aleš Česen in the summer, I 
surrendered to my strongest weaknesses: saying 
‘yes,’ and being psyched.

But I wondered: was this too many trips 
away in one year? Deep down, I knew the 
answer. But I believed I could make it work, 
and when I talked with Ian Parnell and some 
other experienced climbers, they said my  
plans were manageable. The Karakoram  
looked incredible: steep, adventurous peaks  
at high altitude.

However, I still felt like I’d be spending too 
much time on trips and away from home. I 
was torn, trying to find a balance between 
climbing and life, whilst often hearing myself 
say ‘yes’ to trips. I remembered an article 
written by Andy Kirkpatrick titled ‘Coming 
Home,’ addressing a climber’s dilemma: ‘When 
I’m at home, I think of the mountains. When 
I’m in the mountains, I think of home. What 
do I want?’ I understood the notion.  

    Vic and I talked about my trips and our 
future one sunny evening, sat by the shore of a 
lake. The tranquil water was a mirror against 
the pastel orange and pink sky, the air warm 
and calm. A swan trailed a gentle ripple across 
the surface of the lake. Vic’s long dark hair and 
green-brown eyes always make me wonder 
why I would ever leave her to go climbing. 
When the golden colours of the setting sun 
reflected in her eyes and lit up her hair, I 
wanted this moment to last forever. Should I 
stay? I thought. The lake glowed, its surface on 
fire. I playfully twirled and twisted her hair 
through my fingers.

Vic knew my anticipation. “Go,” she urged. 
“But come back safe.”

 
Marc-Andre Leclerc and I climbed in Canada’s 
Coast and Rockies ranges throughout January, 
pounding pitons into the shattered limestone 
and swinging onto giant ice ‘danglers’. First off, 
we made the first winter ascent of Navigator 
Wall on Mt Slesse. I was impressed Marc had 
soloed this 800m rock route in summer, and 
grateful for his knowledge as I slotted my picks 
into laser-thin cracks. We swung leads, time 
passing quickly on the sheer, pocketed rock. As 
the smoke of night shrouded the day, I led a 
steep mixed pitch on a final vertical wall. I 
could see slabbier ground and easier-looking 
snow 20m above. Below, the rope was clipped 
to occasional cams beneath hanging grooves 

return date and there had been over a metre of 
snowfall since their last message – conditions 
which would be almost impossible to sit out, 
even if they hadn’t had an accident. I spoke 
with Vic, attempting to understand and 
explain why two very talented climbers hadn’t 
returned home. My gaze always ended at my 
feet. Long pauses cut my sentences. I felt pain 
at losing a good friend.

I had already booked flights to Alaska with 
Uisdean in a few weeks time, aiming for the 
Revelation mountains. Was I being insensitive 
to go climbing in Alaska, so soon after Marc’s 
disappearance? I wondered. But I thought he 
would’ve wanted people to celebrate his 
remarkable life through climbing. And so, 
with a black coffee in hand, I slumped into a 
plane seat next to Uisdean and prepared for 
the 24-hour ‘sleepless and single push’ journey. 
The plane’s jet engines roared, the runway 
accelerated past my window, and I was pressed 
back into my seat, bound for Alaska.

Uisdean and I were deposited onto the Fish 
Glacier by Paul Roderick of TAT. “You boys 
have fun!” he said as he spun the propellor and 
the Otter’s engine roared. Our objective was 
the north face of Mt Jezebel (2880m), and a 
few days later, we made an attempt at this 
1200m steep granite wall. 

Uisdean and I climbed long sections of run-
out nevé up the north face. Ice screws punched 
uselessly into the snice, and pitches often 
stretched to 80m. Belays were occasionally 
poor. Thankfully, our axes and crampons bit 
firmly into the 85-degree steps, but I quickly 
learnt not to look past my feet; the rope 
snaked limply against the ice, down… down.  

We reached an impasse at one-third height 
below a deep, 60m chimney which poured 
with spindrift, like a giant sugar shaker in full 
flow. The back of the chimney was plastered 
with overhanging snow, and a mushroom 
capped the roof far above. In between waves of 
spindrift, Uisdean and I laughed and swore. 
The snow looked ‘unclimbable’, we couldn’t 
see any protection in the dark brown basalt, 
and the waves of spindrift grew heavier. “This 
is a bag of dicks!” we shouted into the raging 
sky, and began the usual process of abseiling; 
spending hours and hours descending, 
nervously searching for anchors, before 
eventually slumping onto the glacier with 
most of the rack missing.

Thankfully, Uisdean and I saw a second 
opportunity to climb, so we switched our 
attention to the east face of Jezebel. Two 
friends, Pete Graham and Ben Silvestre, had 
sparked our interest after making the first 
ascent of the east face and summit in 2015. 
Whilst waiting for a weather window, Uisdean 
and I drank ‘bullet coffee’ from my Aeropress. 
We’d learnt to add a sliver of butter to enrich 
the coffee’s flavour from two American friends 
(Anne Gilbert and Chantel) whilst climbing 
on Denali last year. The sweet aftertaste and 
hypnotic oily swirls helped pass the time 
during long, bone-cold mornings. 

Over two days, Uisdean and I threaded a 

 Uisdean on the north 
face of Mt Jezebel
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and fat-lipped roofs. I alternately shook my 
pumped arms, spurring myself to commit to 
the wall above. Beneath my crampons, there 
was nothing but hundreds of metres of cold, 
clear air down to the ground. 

With Marc’s encouragement echoing, and in 
the inky twilight, I pulled up and began 
climbing further away from my gear. I 
balanced onto the slab, teetering on my 
skittering frontpoints, gloved fingers and axe 
picks searching wildly for incut edges. Metal 
screeched. I held my breath. Gently weighting 
each hold, I inched upwards, wide eyes 
focussed on the sanctuary of the snow above.

In the following weeks, whilst waiting for a 
weather window for our main project on Mt 
Slesse, we skied lap after lap of famous British 
Columbia powder with Brette, Marc’s 
girlfriend. Each morning would start with 
Marc grinding some Kicking Horse coffee 
beans; it’s strong, rich flavour bucked me 
awake. Although the right opportunity never 
arrived for the project, I deeply enjoyed 
climbing with Marc and Brette, and was 
grateful for their generosity. I said goodbye to 
Marc at Vancouver airport, hoping to return 
next year and climb with him again. 

A month later, when Marc-Andre and Ryan 
Johnson were four days overdue from the 
Mendenhall Towers in Alaska, I lay awake at 
night with concern. I knew that if anyone was 
capable of surviving a storm, it would be Marc. 
But he and Ryan were long past their expected 

 Uisdean onboard 
the Twin Otter    

 Uisdean abseils down from Mt. 
Jezebel after our new route on 
the east face, late on the second day
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   I had 24 days between returning from 
Pakistan, and leaving for India with Uisdean 
and Will. This was a slightly shorter time than 
I’d have liked, and although I mentally and 
physically fully recovered and was psyched for 
India, in hindsight I wouldn’t do the same 
‘back-to-back’ style again. What if I’d got 
injured in Pakistan? Or picked up a month-
long virus, and couldn’t recover? I’d worried.

When I returned to Vic’s house, I soaked up 
the summer’s warmth in the garden, sipping  
Nespresso coffee. The white mug nestled 
between my battered and bruised fingers. I 
thought my waist and arms were a little 
thinner, too. The sun and caffeine flushed my 
cheeks. It was good to be back...

But then I thought of India. All over again, I 
was about to endure the sleepless travel, the 
stomach sickness, the weeks of sleeping in a 
tent, the cold and hunger, the snowfall and 
sunburn, FOMO, missing family and Vic, the 
pain of acclimatisation... and all to risk 
everything for a chance to climb a 

THIRST FOR ALPINISM

striking, icy line up the east face of Jezebel. 
We’d dubbed it The Supercouloir in homage 
to the direct white line on the Tacul, in the 
Alps. Pitch after pitch of steep ice and nevé 
kept us focused; at times it was pure joy to 
strike first-time placements in the chewy 
surface; at others, we tap-tapped our axes  
into the fractured, rotten ice and glanced 
nervously at the ground above, scared of  
what we might find.

One of the most memorable pitches was a 
near-vertical 60m pitch of ice – the bottom 
half detached from the rock behind. An inch-
thick layer of rotten ice boomed and cracked 
when I swung or kicked into it. I broke a 
porthole at one point, and I looked inside with 
horror to see my picks poking through the 
skin of ice and into the air inside. I put my 
arm into the porthole and alternately shook 
warm blood into my fingers. When I placed 
my first ice screw after about 20m, I tasted 
sweet relief.

Two weeks later and back in Anchorage, I 
reflected on my Alaska trip. It had felt fantastic 
to stand on the summit of Jezebel on a 
windless day, jagged white teeth stretching into 
the hazy distance. But I’d also thought of Marc-
Andre throughout. I laughed at the memory  
of us crashing his ‘Red Rocket’ car into a  
snow bank. Or when I led off from a belay,  
and remembered Marc’s silent, dark eyes 
paying full attention from deep within his 
belay jacket.

Uisdean and I debated what to call our new 
route when we stayed with our friends Dana 
and Heidi. A few beers down, one of us said, 
“What about using the two strongest emotions  
we’d experienced?’ And that was it: Fun or Fear.

 
 
Vic and I sat opposite each other at a wooden 
table outside the alpine hut, on holiday in 
Slovenia. I wrapped my hands around a mug 
of hot chocolate, and watched thick, grey 
clouds as they scudded over the plateau. A 
book lay open in front of me, but instead I 
watched Vic as she read hers. Unaware of my 
gaze, she played with her hair, running delicate 
fingers through dark strands. Her eyes shone, 
brow slightly furrowed, focusing intently on 
the book.

My expedition to Pakistan was a month 
away, and as usual, I thought contrasting 
feelings about the imminent departure. Seven 
weeks was a long time to be on an expedition, 
and I’d miss making pancakes in the morning 
with Vic. But I was really looking forward to 
going climbing, and our objective – Latok I – 
would be the biggest thing I’d ever attempted. 
I was excited; but I focused on being present 
and enjoying this moment.

 
From a Westerner’s perspective, Pakistan has a 
poor reputation: terrorism and the Taliban are 
apparently rife. But for an alpinist, they are 
home to the Karakoram mountains – and 
some of the most impressive peaks in the 

 Xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

 
way than the full North Ridge,’ Aleš said 
succinctly, smiling.

I’m still processing our climb – a variation 
of the North Ridge – and I’m fully aware of 
how lucky we were to be successful. But the 
basics, the bare facts, are these: over five days, 
Luka, Aleš and I swung, kicked, soloed, pitched, 
simul-climbed, ate, drank, slept and shivered, 
hypoxic and euphoric, to the 7145m summit. 
We climbed hard, rotten ice; kicked into soft, 
unsupportive snow; delicately balanced our 
crampons on rocky edges; and slumped, headfirst, 
into the slope, struggling for breath. Two days 
later, when we finally touched back down on the 
glacier again, I felt inexpressible relief and joy. 
It had been one of the wildest rides of my life.

The following days in base camp were a mix 
of emotiona – unfortunately without the 
influence of coffee, since I’d foolishly forgotten 
to bring any. I felt a wild-eyed afterglow buzz; 
a rich contentment. The sun felt warmer and 
stars shone brighter. We were exhausted, 
hungry, but sated.

 Ales on the summit 
cornice of Latok I (7145m), 
Day 5 – Scottish weather!

 Ales, Tom and Luka 
back at base camp after 
their route on Latok I

 Tom and Ales at 6800m on the 
south side of Latok I, Day 4, wasted 
and feeling like hollowed-out shells

 Tom climbing around a giant 
snow mushroom on Day 2 of 
the North Ridge Variation 

world: Nanga Parbat, K2, the Gasherbrums, 
Mashabrum, Broad Peak, K6, K7, Link Sar, the 
Ogres... and so on. I’ve always been inspired by 
climbers from every generation who visited 
this area. Steve House, Raph Slawinski, Hayden 
Kennedy (and many others) have recently left 
their mark here. 

The Latok group is infamous for the North 
Ridge of Latok I, a spine which bucks and 
twists for 2400m, all the way down to the 
glacier. In 1978, four Americans spent 26 days 
on the ridge, battling storms, altitude sickness 
and exhaustion, only to retreat a few hundred 
meters below the summit ridge. The 
reputation was forged.

Since then, climbers of many nationalities 
have attempted to climb Latok I from the 
Choktoi glacier (the north side), using some or 
all of the North Ridge. When Luka and Ales 
confirmed our plans to visit the region in July, 
I felt nerves rise and anticipation grow. 
Slovenians have a reputation for being straight-
talking hardmen. ‘We believe there is a better
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mountain? I smiled, and remembered the 
old saying: ‘if you never go, you’ll never know.’ 
I’d taken that risk before on expeditions, and 
I’ll do it again. I find venturing into 
uncertainty with good friends is what it’s all 
about. The summit begins to mean less and 
less; to endure the shivering bivies, hard 
climbing and weather worries almost means 
more. This is what makes alpine climbing so 
enjoyable – even if retrospectively. 

“Everything in India is so disorganised, it 
somehow becomes organised,” Uisdean said as 
we boarded the flight from London a week 
later. I’d heard rumours about the infamous 
Indian bureaucracy, so I was slightly 
disappointed when the obligatory Indian 
Mountaineering Foundation briefing was only 
a brisk 15 minutes. Satellite phones are banned 
in India; official ways to attract a rescue in the 
mountains include ‘smoke signals’ and ‘wave 
your hands in the air and shout’ – but I didn’t 
dare interrupt the Director. However, we later 
got much more than we bargained for...

Barnaj I – from the photo Paul Ramsden 
had originally shown me – lies in the Zanskar 
valley, in the state of Jammu and Kashmir. 
When we arrived in mid-September, we also 
saw the impressive triangular summits of 
Hagshu and Chiring, dominating the skyline 
from Base Camp. It felt like an alpine 
playground, and the mountains invited us; 
glaciers and ridgelines led the eye ever higher. 
Sunshine warmed our bare skin as we pitched 
our tents next to a stream. It was hard to 
express my excitement, so instead I filled my 
lungs and shouted, ‘alright!’ into the deep 

my finest Queen’s English: “Yes sir, thank you 
so much for your rescue sir; but I’m actually 
asking for your kind permission to resume our 
expedition. You see, it’ll be a great benefit to 
Britain and India. And you must visit me in 
England some day, sir. Oh! Thank you!” And 
just like that, with some sweet talking, 
negotiating, shmoozing, and (despite my 
hopes), no baksheesh (bribes), our climbing 
plans were back on track. Phew. On track, 
except for the fresh, deep snow. “Bugger,” said 
Pritam, pleased with the new word I’d  
taught him. 

Unfortunately, all north faces looked 
plastered from the monsoon season and recent 
storm. Barnaj I and II, Hagshu and Chiring 
were steep, tempting objectives in the right 
conditions, but now they looked 
unwelcoming. There had been little 
transformation of the snowpack, and instead 
we opted for the only mountain we knew 
received sunshine, had a ‘relatively’ short 
approach, and was clearly visible: Chiring’s 

 Tom approaches Chiring, with 
Barnaj I and II (the original objec-
tives) on the right side of the photo

azure sky. But after our first acclimatisation 
outing, we received a heavy dump of snow, 
which fell for several days in silent, fat, flakes. 
Our Liaison Officer, Dipender, and cook, 
Pritam, shook their heads in worry. “Too much 
snow!” they said with a typically Indian 
dismissive wave of the hand. I worried about 
this year’s unseasonably long monsoon season, 
and now this fresh metre of snowfall.

As the snow continued to fall for another 
day, we listened to JJ Cale’s bluegrass tunes 
whilst eating roti and chickpea curry for 
breakfast. The curries were – naturally – 
delicious, a blend of chillies, spices and herbs 
so unlike Western food. Freshly made roti 
(hand-sized flatbreads) were pat-pat-patted out 
in front of us, then served up steaming hot a 
minute later. “You want more?” Dipender and 
Pritam encouraged. It was hard to say no. 

To complete the morning ritual, we pressed 
Tesco’s Italian coffee through my Aeropress, a 
steady drip-drip-drip of dark brown liquid 
into metal mugs. The kitchen tent gradually 
warmed up from the gas stoves as we began to 
fully wake. Eager hands stretched, passing and 
receiving mugs. The air smelt of earthy 
caffeine; bleary eyes widened. Each sip, 
savoured… and the day was on.

Uisdean, Will and I shuffled, dealt and 
laughed cards, playing Shithead until the snow 
storm finally faded. Our base camp tents were 
almost swamped by a thick coat of snow. With 
each step, I plunged up to my thighs, as if 
treading in treacle. But at least it wasn’t as bad 
as mine and Uisdean’s trip to Alaska in 2017 
when, during a week-long storm at 14,000 ft. 

Camp, we barely left our tent.
Unexpected guests arrived a few days after 

the storm passed, their perfectly ironed 
trousers sinking deep into the fresh snow. Two 
police officers brought orders from the local 
Superintendant: “You must descend to the 
nearest village immediately! We are here to 
rescue you!”

I trudged down to Akshow village with 
Dipender and the ‘cops’ to clear up the 
confusion. Understandably, the local chief had 
no communication with our Base Camp, and 
assumed we needed rescuing from the 
unusually early heavy snowfall (like many 
villagers and trekkers in the region). 

After two days of stressful negotiations and 
attempts to talk to the right person (is it the 
SHO, the DC, the SP, or the DSP we need?), I 
finally met with the local police powers. I was 
actually a little nervous, as our climbing trip 
depended on the words of three smartly-
dressed police officers in front of me. I sat up 
straight, tried to remain calm, and delivered 

northeast ridge and east face. 
On a dry glacier and rocky moraine, I’d 

expect the approach to take six hours. We 
reached the base of Chiring on our second day 
of walking; on every tenth step we’d plunge 
through the ‘eggshell’ snow and up to our 
knees. Upon seeing Chiring close-up for the 
first time, we stopped and stared. The face 
looked covered in a lot of snow; the line and 
climbing uncertain; the objective was ‘Plan C;’ 
the weather and forecast mixed; the face 
unknown; and our acclimatisation minimal.

We bivied below the face, hoping to find 
wisdom or inspiration. Forecast updates that 
evening gave neither. It felt like we were 
forcing our plans, and if we were caught high 
on the mountain in bad weather, relatively 
unacclimatised, we’d be in a dangerous place. 
In the biting wind the next morning, we 
reluctantly threw everything into our packs 
and began the long walk back to base camp.

With glacier travel being a multi-day 
nightmare and more bad weather forecast for a 

few days time, we made the difficult decision 
to bail from Base Camp. A few days later, 
villagers, yaks and donkeys arrived, to carry our 
equipment back to the road head. Only muddy 
patches remained where our tents had stood. 

On the walk out, I acknowledged what a 
special and (overall) enjoyable experience we’d 
had in India. The culture, food, bureaucracy, 
travel and (theoretically) climbing was a 
wonderfully diverse mix. From Buddhist to 
Hindi to Muslim; from dhal to curry to 
mutton; from SHO to SP to DC; and from a 
warm, grassy Base Camp… to wading through 
bottomless snow.

There are plenty of objectives I’d like to 
return for: Barnaj I’s north face looks vaguely 
like an alpine version of El Cap’s Dawn Wall, 
sliced by ‘maybe’ ice smears and ‘potential’ 
features. It would be impressive if climbed, and 
maybe worth another visit one day.

 
A few weeks later. Inescapably autumn. With 
the pancake mix finished and the coffee 
machine warming up, I sit next to Vic at her 
house, watching golden, orange and ochre 
leaves as they’re plucked from the trees outside 
the window.

I reflect on the previous 12 months. It’s been 
a whirlwind of good times and climbing trips; 
success and suffering; joy and loss. Great 
friends, a supportive family and partner.

Am I addicted to climbing? Do I only ever 
say ‘yes’? Do I need coffee every day? I know 
the answer to all of these is no... but I still need 
to work on improving my intentions. Is 
climbing my escape, my adrenaline rush, a 
place where I miss home but then I miss the 
mountains? Shit, I don’t know, I don’t read that 
much into it!

I’m always glad to be home after a trip, and 
once recovered, my mental gears will start to 
turn again. Yes, I occasionally pushed life  
pretty far this year - amongst the furthest I’d 
ever gone, perhaps – and I found myself  
close to the red line. At times, the power was 
fully on, the grip loose, my fingers just  
holding on... but it’s all worked out. I’m 
passionate about climbing and I missed a  
lot of things this year, but you can’t have it all. 
What a ride it’s been!

 
Since returning from India, I’ve been 
practising saying no: I’ve already turned  
down an offer of an alpine trip next year. As 
the French ‘Le Gang des Moustaches’ said  
after their incredible new route on Nupste’s 
south face, ‘this type of climb is not an  
annual occurrence… it will take time before 
pushing the boundaries on a hard face again  
in the Himalaya.’ 
   So here’s to clipping bolts in the sunshine.  
 
Tom Livingstone is sponsored by 
Mountain Equipment, Petzl, La 
Sportiva and Julbo. Read more of his 
stories at www.tomlivingstone.com

 Uisdean leads a donkey 
after we bail from base camp

       
                   Two police officers brought orders from 
              the local Superintendant: “You must 
descend to the nearest village immediately! 
We are here to rescue you!”
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